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I. Executive Summary
This guideline provides you, as the prospective leader of a Christian donors
forum (CDF), with a roadmap to establishing and operating your own CDF in
your country or region.
We have written this document with specific directions, but we urge you
to adjust this to your local circumstances and to your own personality.
Please do not receive our specificity as prescription. If some other
approach works better for you, use it!
The recommendations here come from our experiences launching a
successful, sustainable national forum (Czech Christian Donors Forum),
and the European Great Commission Collaboration. We have also
interviewed leaders of Christian giving collaborations around the world to
make sure that elements of our approach work in other places. To learn
more about the beginnings of the Czech CDF, see Appendix A.
We emphasize that these ideas are put together here only to paint a
picture and serve as inspiration. If God has given you a passion for
collaborative giving in your country, we believe He will also give you new
ideas and direction that fit your circumstances.
CDFs give donors in a region the chance to come together in a safe,
non-solicitation environment, to learn together, encourage one another,
and become more Christ-centered, strategic, and joyful givers. CDFs
bring together like-minded, high-capacity donors interested in investing
in the Great Commission.
Note that CDFs do not necessarily “pool” their resources; each family
makes its own decisions, often informed by—and coordinated with—the
broader group.1 CDFs are not organizations; they are informal networks
whose members organized, facilitate and host the events.

However, collaborations can serve as a launch pad for pooled giving, if donors desire that. For example, in the
Czech Republic, some couples decided to create a “multi-family office” for giving with a manager to oversee it.
These families wanted to be more strategic and regular in their giving; they continue to also participate in the CDF.
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II. Whom CDFs Serve
CDFs are aimed at givers with these characteristics:
—— born-again Christians, 2
—— living in your country/region,
—— willing to give beyond denominational boundaries,
—— eager to grow in generosity, and
—— already giving or have a capacity to give major gifts. 3

The Czech CDF has managed this relationally. Some collaboratives require agreement with the Lausanne
Covenant (which is long, but focuses on evangelism), or the Apostles’ Creed (which is short and general).
3
In the Czech CDF, this amount is 10,000 euros giving outside of their church annually. Yours may vary
depending on your local conditions.
2
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III. Why Do These Givers Join CDFs?
CDFs exist to serve donors. Donors want CDFs to…

—— Connect donors to one another for encouragement, addressing the
spiritual and emotional issues unique to Christian givers. Donors are
often isolated and misunderstood—even in church. Wealth brings
challenging issues to givers’ marriages and families, but coming
together offers special fellowship;
—— Help donors grow spiritually;
—— Introduce donors to strategic ministries focused on the Great
Commission, thereby creating a marketplace for Kingdom investments;
Collectively encourage ministries toward transparency and excellence;
—— Teach donors what God is doing in their country and creating a special
space to give strategically to the spread of the Gospel in their country;
—— Educate donors as they learn from others’ successes and failures and
from high-quality speakers and ministry leaders;
—— Cross-pollinate ideas between ministries, helping them sharpen their
strategies and tactics;
—— Streamline the collection of proposals and post-grant reporting; and
—— Share in the celebration of what God does through donors’generosity.

As a result, these values must govern a CDF:
—— Donor-driven. The CDF serves givers. Respond to givers’ needs.
—— Relational and trust-based. Focused on relationships and spiritual growth.
—— Safe. CDFs do not allow donors to fundraise for projects. The time together
must be safe and protected from being solicited to give.
—— Great Commission focused. There are many good projects that
aren’t focused primarily on evangelism and discipleship. CDFs strike
a balance by being specific to the Great Commission (Matthew
28:19-20), but general in the ways that ministries can fulfill it.

5
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Therefore, the metrics we track to determine the health of the CDF are:
—— Growing in numbers of givers (#),
—— Givers come back year after year (retention %),
—— Percentage of projects funded (%, which indicates that we’re
supplying the kinds of investments that givers want),
—— Spiritual growth (anecdotal), and
—— More generous giving (anecdotal).

A. Interlude: Two Stories of Impact
“I came to a strategic giving meeting. I’m busy running my company,
but I want to give to good things. In one day, I saw many projects
from eight different ministries. It used my time well, and I decided to
invest in several of them. I’m a little introverted, so it’s not easy for
me to go out and connect with people. But through giving together,
I found chances for fellowship, grew spiritually, learned more about a
biblical perspective on giving. I have a long way to go, but I’ve
become more generous and more strategic and have even built some
relationships with ministries that I give to.”
“First I was suspicious of this group. I thought it would be a group of
wealthy snobs. My wife said she was afraid there would be people in
Ferraris. But it actually turns out that these are just people who love
to give. Others teased me and said that—actually—I might have the
most expensive car here. Oops! But, in all seriousness, I found that
this is a normal group of people with the same problems I have.”
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IV. How CDFs Gather
CDFs accomplish these objectives by gathering at least once a year at an
attractive location. Where possible, couples come as couples so that givers
form holistic relationships with one another, and so that spouses get exposed
to this giving community.
To maximize fellowship and effectiveness, CDFs are two-night retreats, with
space for spiritual instruction, leisurely meals, and focused project evaluation.
The CDFs are held in locations that are attractive and restful, but not
exorbitant.
The Czech group gathers twice a year from Wednesday to Friday since it is
comprised of business owners who have an easier time getting away during
the week than on the weekend. Your best timing may differ. We recognize that
two events a year could be a lot, so this document “defaults” to one event a
year, from Thursday to Saturday. We also show how you could add a second
event.4 God will make clear to you the best course for your situation.

Later in this document, we explain the pluses and minuses to having one event versus two events. For
example, you may want one weekend to focus on investment opportunities (projects), but another to focus on
encouragement and spiritual growth. Another option is to have a “Ministry Assessment Trip” in which the group
goes to the field to see ministries in action.

4
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V. What CDFs Accomplish
When a CDF is successful, four things will happen:
Spiritual Formation. Givers’ spiritual wealth grows.
Community Formation. Givers’ relational wealth grows.
Generosity Formation. Givers become more generous.
Strategic Formation. Givers develop their own approach to
stewardship, becoming more focused and strategic in their giving.

9
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VI. Steps
A. A Movement of Prayer
“Is prayer your steering wheel or your spare tire?”
– Corrie ten Boom, The Netherlands

We believe that God moves in the physical realm after we’ve petitioned Him in
the spiritual realm. What’s your prayer strategy?
How will you pray for this collaboration personally?
Whom among your friends might join you in praying for this?
Are there others in your country who could join you?
At EGCC, we would love to personally join you in prayer as well. Let’s not skip
this step to get to the “greater” work. Remember Oswald Chambers’ saying:
“Prayer does not equip us for the greater works—prayer is the greater work.”
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B. Convene Key Donors as an Advisory Council
“A cord of three strands is not quickly broken.”
– Ecclesiastes 4:12

1. Find, Approach, and Invite Participants
Once you’ve laid a foundation of prayer, make a list of people in your country
whom you know to be significant donors. Ask around. Your pastor, friends
in other cities, ministry leaders, Christian businessmen organizations may
be able to add to your list. Ask them to put you in touch with these potential
participants. Attend Christian Business and leadership conferences. Your list
will grow steadily. The point is not quantity, but quality. You’re looking for a
handful of key people. Use Appendix B (Email to Identify Initial Interest) as
a template for your first email to them.
Do not move immediately to inviting them to an event. Instead, begin
relationally and begin with why. Get to know them and hear about their
journey. Explain why you’re excited about giving together, why this would bless
your country, and why you think this group would bless them. Use Appendix
C (Vision-casting Presentation) as an informal presentation to show them
what you’re thinking about.
These are busy people. They don’t often sign up for other people’s initiatives;
they’re usually the ones recruiting others to their own initiatives. Bring them in
on the planning. Get their thoughts on what they think would work, or would
not work. Be quick to incorporate their ideas—both because they’re good
ideas and because it will increase their ownership as you model the spirit of
collaboration.

11
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2. Decide Whether to Proceed
After you’ve had several (5-10) meetings with key people across the country in
which you’ve cast vision and received feedback, it’s time to make a go/no-go
decision.
One excellent way to begin developing a group of interested donors is
through hosting Journeys of Generosity around the country. The Journey of
Generosity, developed by Generosity Path (generositypath.org) is a 24-hour
retreat experience that we have found to be the most effective way to shape
givers’ hearts. As Journeys of Generosity spread in your country, some of the
participants will be interested in staying connected to a generous group of
Christians.
Reach out to those who have expressed interest and request a phone call or
conference call. On those calls, ask these questions:
—— Is there interest in starting a CDF in our country?
—— What format would be best – how often to meet?
—— Who should lead it, and support it (admin)?
—— What are our next steps?
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3. Define Central Roles
Discern the roles that will serve the CDF. We recommend two key roles:
A Host/Leader. This is probably you. You’re a business leader with
vision for this, and God has blessed you with the financial resources
to fuel the early stages of this collaboration. Your business experience
gives you credibility with the other participants. Your personal story of
becoming a giver will resonate with others and compel them to join
this group of peers. This person is likely an entrepreneur. Critical: You
must value the process of collaboration even more than you value
independence or directing resources to your favorite causes.
A Facilitator/Manager. This is someone more junior than the leader,
but more senior than an administrator. They should love the message
of biblical generosity, and have tremendous organizational skills. They
should be pastoral enough to have strong personal bonds with the CDF
members, and be credible enough to get members to return their calls.
They must be humble enough to be willing to do anything to make the
events work.
Your CDF may organize the roles differently, but note that the key elements
that must exist somewhere on your team are: credibility, resources, logistics,
and relational warmth. (See Appendix D for Sample Job Descriptions.)

13
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4. Define the Organization’s Working Mission, Vision and Values
Eventually, the CDF will be owned by a steering committee. For now, with
two or three key participants, set a working mission, vision and values. It’s not
time to argue about wordsmithing. But it is time to ensure that there’s enough
shared mission and vision. A starting place for your mission and vision:
Sample Mission: To bring high-capacity Christians together in our
country to give generously and strategically.
Sample Vision: We envision a [country name] in which the Gospel
is spread and God’s people give generously, strategically, and
collaboratively.
For values, emphasize like non-denominational, Great Commission focused,
safe (non-solicitation), community, and spiritual growth. Don’t get hung up
on specifics. Emerge with a one-page document that your early members
agree on. Unity is more important than “rightness”—and models a spirit of
collaboration!

5. Define Member Vetting Processes
As a starting point, the leader should aim to have conversations—either in
person or by phone—with each person or couple that joins. See Appendix E
for a New Member Conversation Guide. The leader should be authorized to
unilaterally invite anyone who is clearly in alignment. Where there are questions
about the fit—theologically, missionally, or financially—the leader should
discuss the situation with a couple of other key members of the group.
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C. Find the Right Venue and Date
“No one knows the day or the hour…”
– Matthew 24:36

Venues have the potential to be contentious. Many generous givers don’t
like to enjoy nice (expensive) venues because they’d rather spend less on
themselves and more on giving.
By the same token, a nice venue can draw some “on the fence” participants.
They may be skeptical about the CDF, but may come experience it because
it’s in an attractive location. Then, once they experience the community, they’ll
want to continue coming.
We recommend starting with something very nice and letting the group itself
then suggest that it find a more modest location. After one or two meetings,
they’ll come because they love one another rather than to experience a resort
setting.
The venue should be reachable, but not in a major city. In major cities, it’s too
easy for people to come and go from meetings rather than giving themselves
fully to the CDF experience. Partial participation discourages others, who may
think, “If you’re not willing to give this your full focus, why should I?”
Identify three or four venues that have:
—— sleeping rooms,
—— good food and ability to serve coffee and meals at the right times,
—— a private meeting room with TV/screen/projector and microphone, and
—— an extra meeting room for breakouts.
With these venues in mind, have three or four of your key participants identify
which weekends, three to six months from now, that could work for them. Find
the weekends that work for the most participants.

15
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Take these weekends to your three or four venues and check their availability
and prices.

1. Decision: Once a Year or Twice a Year?
The Czech CDF has chosen to gather twice a year—once to discuss Kingdom
investments, and once to focus on spiritual growth and encouragement. This
is an important decision for your collaboration to make. To help, we have—in
Appendix N—included sample program schedules for both options.
Your situation will vary. Your CDF can meet once a year, from Thursday to
Saturday.5

2. Table 1: Meeting Once versus Twice
One Meeting a Year

Two Meetings a Year

More intense.

More relaxed.

Includes both investment
opportunities and encouragement.

Focuses on just one aspect at a
time.

Two nights a year: smaller
commitment in time, money and
childcare (for families).

Two - four nights a year: larger
commitment in time, money, and
childcare (for families), but the
individual meetings are shorter.

Raises the impact of conflicts: if you
miss one, you miss an entire year and
you end up having a two-year gap.

Reduces the impact of conflicts: if
you miss one, you’ll see the CDF
again soon.

Increases importance of calls/Skype
between meetings and staying
in-touch all year round.

Reduces/eliminates the need for
contact between meetings.

Less fellowship and intimacy.

More fellowship and intimacy.

For historical reasons, the Czech CDF meets twice a year from Wednesday to Friday. This makes attendance
harder for professionals, like lawyers and doctors. The Czech CDF focuses one meeting on hearing from (and
giving to) ministries, and one on spiritual growth. It could be a lot to ask. Some may choose to split the difference
and run the CDF from Thursday to Saturday.

5
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More focused program schedule.

Program schedule allows for more
variation in formats (small group
discussion, individual presentations).

Less work for organizers.

More work for organizers.

Whichever you choose, remember that any level of collaboration is much
better than none! You may choose to start with one a year and—when the
group knows and loves each other—the group itself may propose to meet
more often and then you can expand. Listen to the Lord’s leading and the
preferences of your key participants.
Based on the experience of the Czech team, we recommend meeting twice
a year. If someone can’t participate in one of those meetings he/she doesn’t
have to wait another year for the next meeting.
There are two options:
A) two night event starting with a dinner and finishing with a lunch on the third
day.
B) 36-hour gathering, starting with dinner the night before and finishing with
lunch the following day (See Appendix N for a sample program). This allows
for the optimum amount of time together while also respecting the time
demands of the participants.
The best format of course depends on the preferences of the participants and
needs to be determined by the host.

18
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3. A Note on the “Journey of Generosity”
As discussed above, Generosity Path (generositypath.org) has developed the
Journey of Generosity as a spiritual retreat for business leaders and owners.
We recommend connecting with Generosity Path and deploying the Journey
of Generosity in four ways:
1. As an Initial Reason to Gather. Some givers have found that
hosting Journeys of Generosity (generositypath.org) is a great
way to begin convening givers and building trust. As discussed
above, you could host a Journey of Generosity for those who
may be key leaders in your CDF.
2. As a Way to Identify CDF Invitees. Generosity Path loves
the message of collaborative giving and may be willing to contact
people in your country who have participated in Journeys of
Generosity to spread the word about the CDF that you are putting
together. (Of course, they are not going to share participants’
information with you without participants’ permission.)
3. As a Central Part of Your First CDF. When your CDF
convenes, a Journey of Generosity can help get everyone onto
the same page about why we give. (If most attendees have
already attended Journeys of Generosity, this makes less sense.)
4. As a Reason to Convene and Stay Active between CDF
Meetings. You may want to encourage those who have not yet
attended Journeys of Generosity to gather for one between CDF
meetings. For example, as your CDF expands, you will have new
members and the Journey can help get them oriented to the way
your group thinks about giving. For experienced members of your
CDF, encourage them to host Journeys of Generosity for others
in their churches and spheres of influence. An essential part of
discipleship is sharing with others; if your CDF is moving people
toward generosity, the Journey is a great way for them to help
share the message of biblical generosity more broadly.

20
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Invite Speakers

“Pray…that whenever I speak words may be given me so that I will fearlessly
make known the mystery of the gospel….”
– Ephesians 6:19

Over time, the main “draw” will become the community of givers itself. But as
you get started, participants will be especially interested in who’s presenting at
the event.

1. Bible Teacher
This is an essential element of the CDF for two reasons. First, one of the key
objectives is for the group to grow spiritually. Second, by asking a prominent
Bible teacher in your country to prepare biblical thoughts about generosity,
you’re helping inform the speaker’s own thinking about generosity.
Look for someone willing to share a “mere” Christian message about
generosity and giving. Ideally, this is an influential pastor or speaker in your
country whose name will attract invitees who are “on the fence” about
attending.
Start with a list of two or three of your top choices and extend the invitation to
them. Vet this list with a few of your key participants, both to (a) see if anyone
has connections to them, and (b) ensure that there are no major concerns with
the speakers on your list. Extend the invitations using the letter in Appendix F
(Invitation Email to Speakers).
If you happen to receive too many “yes” responses, you can invite them to
come, instead, in the future. Much better to end up with more interest from
speakers than no spiritual dimension to your CDF meeting!
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The CDF should cover the travel and lodging costs for speakers; we do not
pay an honorarium. Note that the ministries are only present on Day 2, but
they may want to come early or stay the day after.
In addition to Bible teachers, you may have connections to politicians,
celebrities, business leaders, or experts whose inclusion would help attract
participants. That can work, but don’t let their presence distract from the
spiritual and project selection dimensions of CDF.
Try to confirm their participant at least three months before the event so that
you have enough time to promote the event to participants.

2. Ministry Leaders Presenting Projects
Brainstorm a list of ministries based in your country (not just working in your
country). This helps ensure that the CDF is investing in indigenous ministries,
rooted in your own soil.
You may choose differently, but here is what we suggest. For a first
meeting, we recommend having six ministries each present one project. We
recommend inviting three ministries from one sector so that the group can do
a “deep dive” and see how various ministries address the same challenges.
For example, campus ministry or media ministry.
For the other three ministries, select a variety of sectors. This ensures that
there’s “something for everyone.” Think of your program like a magazine—not
everyone will love every article. But there must be two or three articles in the
magazine that make you glad you are a subscriber to that magazine.
Develop a list of 15 to 20 ministries and invite a couple of your other key
participants to offer suggestions as well. Narrow the list to ensure that you’re
inviting just a small handful of ministries to the event. Extend the invitation
(Appendix G, Sample Invitation Email to Ministries) and be sure to include
the project proposal requirements (Appendix H, Sample Project Questions)
so that the ministry understands what is expected. You may also want to ask
the ministry to see an example how to answer those questions (Appendix I).

21
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Insist that the main leader is the one who comes to present. As with speakers,
you should cover travel and lodging costs for ministry leaders. Note that
ministries are only present on Saturday (Day 2), but they may want to come
early or stay the day after.
Ministry leaders are asked to send the completed project proposals (Appendix
H) to the manager/facilitator at least a week before the meeting. This
document then needs to be immediately forwarded to each participant, in
order for them to be able to review the projects prior to the meeting. This will
help the participants gain necessary insight and information about the given
projects, and so be better equipped for the meeting.

Bonus: We would also like to share with you two more sophisticated tools
that some families involved with the CDF use in their giving. These givers ask
ministries to:
—— complete an organization overview (Appendix J), and
—— review a Guide to an Effective Project Proposal (Appendix K).6

To be clear: at the CDF, you don’t want to overwhelm ministries or givers with complicated documents. We
strongly recommend that you just focus on Appendices H and I, while using Appendices J and K as tools for
more detailed and sophisticated donors.

6
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E. Invite Participants
“Go out to the roads and country lanes and compel
them to come in, so that my house will be full.”
– Luke 14:23

1. Establish Website and Brochure
Before starting to extend personal invitations, there are three things to ensure
that you have prepared: (a) your website, and (b) a brochure (which will mirror
the website text). See Appendix L (Sample Website Text).

2. Invite Participants
If you’ve been following the steps above, most of the invitees will be people
you’ve already met with. However, you may also be including a few new
people.
Before extending formal invitations, make sure that you’ve set the price (if
you’re asking participants to pay something beyond their own travel and
lodging expenses).
To invite people, first send a written invitation (either printed or email). A sample
invitation is Appendix M (Sample Invitation Email to Participants). If it’s
someone you already know and have talked with, include an informal “cover
note” referencing your prior conversation. If it’s someone new, have the person
that knows them reach out personally with the invitation, explaining why they
think that invitee would be a good fit for the group.

23
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F. Set Program
“Making the most of the time, because the days are evil.”
– Ephesians 5:16

See Appendix N (Sample Program Schedules). Below are a few thoughts
on what happens each day and why in case of one meeting yearly. Your
experience may vary, so please feel free to adjust to suit your circumstances.

A. Thursday is about learning and building trust.
—— Thursday lunch kicks off the time together.
—— Participants offer light introductions—who they are, where they’re
from, children, church.
—— Three afternoon sessions set the tone:
o Bible teaching,
o Education on giving,
o A “flex” session, which could be a panel on a topic of
interest, an interview with one of the participants, or other
interactive activities. (See Appendix N, Sample Program
Schedules.)
—— Thursday dinner gives the group a chance to connect relationally.
—— Thursday “circle time” helps the group meet one another and sets
a spiritual tone. Set the chairs in a circle without tables in between
participants. We strongly recommend “prewiring” a couple to
share—in an intimate and vulnerable way—about their lives. This
sets a tone for the entire group. This couple should be the first to
share. Here’s how one participant described the first night of the
Czech CDF:

25
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It’s the time when God started to touch our hearts. That
was divine intervention. That was the key success factor.
Sharing stories of how they came to Christ. Their struggles,
their sins. It was so deep—everyone had tears in their
eyes. It created a tone and atmosphere. It broke all our
suspicions and it was divine intervention.
		

Pray that God does something like this at your CDF!
—— Try to end early enough that participants can stay up late lingering
and enjoying fellowship.

B. Friday is about doing important work together.
—— We set a spiritual tone with our teacher.
—— Then we hear about a few projects.
—— For Friday, bring in tables and set the room in a “U” so that people
can see each other while taking notes.
—— Leave time for the group to process the projects and discuss
what they like or don’t like about each. Ministry leaders can be
present at each others’ presentations, but should not be present
when the group is deliberating.
—— At lunch time, take a group picture to commemorate the
experience.
—— Free time is important. It gives the event a relaxing feel, a break
from the norm. Relationships form over coffee or as participants
go on a walk together.
—— At the end of the day, leave time for couples/families to decide if
they want to give to the projects that have been profiled.
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C. Saturday is about concluding and celebrating.
—— In worship time, the group can sing a capella some hymns,
or worship by reading passages of Scripture that they find
meaningful. They can also break into small groups to pray for
each other. The group should pray for the leaders, ministries, and
projects that have been presented.
—— We can have one morning session e.g. teaching on topic relating
to giving or further discussion about projects presented on Friday.
—— If possible, seal the time with a fun activity—a hike or game
time—before checking out of the hotel and departing.
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G. Refine Projects and Share Logistics
“Whatever is true, whatever is noble, whatever is right,
whatever is pure, whatever is lovely, whatever is admirable—
if anything is excellent or praiseworthy—think about such things.”
– Philippians 4:8

1. Refine Projects
As ministries agree to come, they will start to work on their project proposals.
Often, you know more about what givers like than ministries do. Don’t be
afraid to encourage ministries to revise the project or talk about it in a way that
will be more compelling. You may also want to coach them toward “project
levels” that seem reasonable to the CDF participants.

2. Send Details to Participants
One week before the event, ensure that participants have all the details they
need. This should include:
—— Directions to Venue
—— Participant Contact List (Appendix O, Sample Contact Sheet)
—— Program Schedule (Appendix N, Sample Program Schedules)
—— Answered Project Description from Appendix H.
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3. Finalize Lodging Logistics
Ensure that you’ve worked with the hotel to confirm room assignments.
Confirm details for meals and food/snacks at breaks.
One gift you can give participants is connecting them with the broader global
community of Christian thinking and writing on generosity. To do this, have a
couple copies of key books (in the right languages) for a book table (if desired).
We recommend having one essential book – The Treasure Principle by Randy
Alcorn – as a gift to all participants, with other books available for purchase.
We have also listed some of our favorites in Appendix P (Recommended
Books on Generosity and Giving).
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H. Conduct Your Forum
“For God is not a God of disorder but of peace.”
– 1 Corinthians 14:33

1. Roles During the Event
Now is the joyful part. The Leader and Manager should be available around
the lobby as people arrive to welcome them to the CDF. For some participants,
the Leader or Manager may be the only people they know. Work to introduce
participants to one another, making connections, and showing each attendee
that you love and value them. Consider having a welcome gift of some kind at
the front desk so that your guests are welcomed not just by the hotel, but by
the CDF as well.
The Manager will coordinate extensively with the hotel to ensure that sleeping
rooms and conference rooms are set appropriately, that meals and snacks
are prepared at the right times. The Manager will also be available to the
participants to address any logistical issues, and available to presenters to
ensure that their slides, videos, microphones, and so on are settled. While
the Manager is also a spiritual encouragement to participants, this role must
not distract from focusing on the smooth functioning of the event. Given how
full the schedule is, the Manager must convene the sessions promptly at the
scheduled times. It’s OK if the Manager is perceived as a bit firm; the firmness
is a gift to participants!
By contrast, the Host should be able to focus solely on the participants,
making sure to circulate and have a meaningful contact with each participant
over the course of the event.
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2. Collecting Support Commitments
One of the challenging parts logistically is to collect and track participants’
confidential funding decisions. Some may say, “Why not just let givers give
anonymously to whatever they like?” We have found that it’s best for the
Leader and Manager to know about participants’ funding commitments for a
few reasons:
—— Some ministries may be dramatically overfunded.
—— Others may be discouraged when they receive nothing.
—— The CDF leadership is investing a lot of time and money in the CDF; if no
gifts flow to ministries, the investment may not be worthwhile.
—— Many givers have reasons, beyond generosity, that they want to fellowship
with wealthy Christians. Some transparency helps ensure that givers are
coming because they genuinely want to learn and give.
—— Participants who give should have some sense that others are participating
in giving.
—— The group can celebrate its collective impact!
But the CDF does not want to create an environment in which people give in
order to be seen (Matthew 6) or under compulsion (2 Corinthians 9). Therefore,
giving decisions should not be transparent to all participants.
For these reasons, we recommend this approach:
On Saturday night, hand out a pledge form (Appendix Q, Sample Giver
Pledge Form). You should explain the reasons that CDF wants to collect
this information and the ways that it will be held individually confidential, but
collectively transparent. So that CDF can communicate to ministries what they
can expect, givers will have one week to make their giving commitments.
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3. Tracking and Coordinating Support Commitments
After the event, as you receive participants’ commitments, use the Sample
Project Funding Grid (Appendix R) to track givers’ commitments.
The Leader may want to base their own giving decisions on what others
choose to fund or not fund. For example, if a worthy project is underfunded,
the Leader could give to it themselves to ensure that it receives something.
A tricky situation is when a project is overfunded. The Manager should
privately approach those givers who gave to that project and ask them to
either:
—— Redirect a pro rata portion of their gift to that project to something else. For
example, if a project costs 100,000, but givers have committed 200,000,
then each could take half of their pledge and direct it to something else.
—— Make the gift undesignated so that the ministry receives the additional
funds, but isn’t compelled to use them for the project described.
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I. Post-forum Follow Up
“N]ot giving up meeting together…, but encouraging one another—
and all the more as you see the Day approaching.”
– Hebrews 10:25

1. The Post-event Email
Immediately after the forum, the Manager prepare a memo to recap the talks,
topics of discussion, and ministries discussed. The email may also include
pictures from the weekend. Package this into a post-event “Thank You”
message from the Leader.
This message also:
—— Reiterates the causes, names of leaders.
—— Gives participants the group picture that you took.
—— Reminds participants to prepare their giving commitments over the next
week.
—— Explains that you will call in one week to get their feedback and giving
commitments.
—— Reminds participants when the next event will be (subject to venue
availability).

2. The Post-event Calls
One week after the event, schedule calls with each participant. The agenda is:
—— Feedback – What did you enjoy? What can improve?
—— Multiplication – Who else should we invite next time?
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—— Commitments – Which projects, if any, have you decided to fund?
—— Prayer Together – How can you pray for the participant?
—— Gathering Suggestions – What teachers, ministries, or topics should CDF
focus on next time?
After all commitments have been gathered, send out a group email or have
a quick call to announce and celebrate the commitments that the group has
made. Pray for the leaders, the ministries, and for one another.
Congratulations! You have made history in your country.

J. Toward Sustainability
“For I know the plans I have for you: …
Plans to give you hope and a future.”
– Jeremiah 29:11

By the time you have conducted two or three CDFs in your country, God will
have taught you many things about how best to lead your group. You know
best how to operate the group God has given you.
We offer a few thoughts on how to pivot from launch phase to sustainability.

1. Using Journeys of Generosity and “Next Steps” Sessions
As discussed above, the Journey of Generosity is a powerful tool that your
CDF can use in many ways. As your CDF matures, continue to encourage
participants to attend—and host—Journeys of Generosity.
Additionally, we highly recommend returning to Generosity Path for their
follow-up experience, “Next Steps.” Next Steps helps givers develop a Spiritled giving plan.
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2. Share Stories and Lessons Learned
The CDF does not create one unified giver. Instead, it’s a marketplace; each
giver ins responsible to follow up with the ministries to see how the funds were
used and what God did with their investment of His money.
At future CDF events, leave time on the first night for people to briefly share
stories of impact. Prompt them a couple of weeks before the event so that
they can follow up with the ministry, gather stories and data, and come ready
to present the beautiful things God has done. Ministries say, “We measure
what we do and report what God does.” Let’s report on what God did!

3. Build a Steering Committee
For the first season, the Leader manages the CDF unilaterally (while obviously
drawing on input of trusted participants). After a couple of years, you will know
which participants have a special love for the CDF.
Consider forming a Steering Committee so that the Leader is giving the
ministry away to volunteers. This diversifies the leadership, perspectives, and
funding base. Find at least two other couples or individual givers and invite
them to consider joining the steering committee. This group would meet
quarterly to:
—— Set the event agenda
—— Discuss how to identify new potential CDF members
—— Vet new members
—— Divide responsibility for shepherding CDF members
The Steering Committee approves the budget of the CDF and funds its
operation.
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4. Collecting Focus Areas and Ministry Names
As your CDF grows, the Steering Committee should ask participants to send
their favorite projects/ministries in your country. (Limit them to five to ten
projects so that you just get their favorites.) This will help shape the agenda
and the ministries invited.
We generally recommend picking a theme so that participants are thinking
about the entire sector. Some themes to consider:
—— evangelism,
—— planting churches,
—— digital media,
—— youth ministry,
—— campus ministry,
—— reaching children,
—— loving the marginalized,
—— making disciples,
—— encouraging churches,
—— leadership development,
—— marriage and family.
Once you have selected a topic, distribute an electronic survey to gather
names of people and ministries working in that sector and why they would be
a good ministry to present to the CDF.
Write a short description of each nominee and let the CDF members vote on
whom they would like to invite.
As mentioned above, we recommend that each event emphasize one theme
with three projects from that sector or theme. The other three should each
represent a different sector. This provides depth in one topic and breadth for
those who are less interested in the event’s main topic.
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As your steering committee invites speakers and outside experts to join,
see Future Meeting Topic Suggestions. Our friends at Generosity Path have
collected questions that givers around the world ask. (See Appendix S,
Suggested Topics and Formats for Meetings.) If your future sessions
address some of these questions, you will serve your givers well.

5. Orienting New Members
Once your CDF has met a few times, they will have great trust and connection.
Adding new members can be hard.
The Manager should conduct a “Welcome Call” explaining the CDF and
answering technical questions. Then one Steering Committee member
should call to make a relational connection. While all veteran members should
welcome newcomers, one Steering Committee member should be assigned
to shepherd the new member throughout the event.
New members will be eager to follow the lead of the established members.
To set the right tone, have new members do their introductions last during the
Day 1 after-dinner session. That way, they can sense the tone of the group.

6. Stay Focused
You may be tempted to provide your participants with all kinds of books
and tools and templates to help them give. Participants can quickly get
overwhelmed and feel that they’ll never “master” giving. Try to make giving
radically simple and joyful for givers. For example, you may help them make a
giving plan, or a due diligence checklist, but make it simple.
Remember that this document is just to inspire and encourage you. If our
experiences do not fit your situation, please adjust accordingly—and let us
know how we can improve this document. We wrote it with you in mind—to
serve you and givers in your country, as you serve the King.
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7. Remember Us!
You are not alone. If it’s of interest, we are happy to share resources like
sample grant agreements, project evaluation checklists, and project reporting
templates for ministries to update you. We are always learning more and
gathering more information. For example, some of our members have
suggested visiting ministries together. As we learn how best to do that, we will
be delighted to share with you.
As this message spreads, we may also convene gatherings of those who
oversee collaborations. Let us know what topics you would like to cover at this
event.
Remember that you can always reach out to Adam.Walach@egcc.eu or
Dusan.Drabina@egcc.eu.
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VII. Appendices
History of the Czech Christian Donors Forum (Appendix A)
Sample Email to Identify Initial Interest (Appendix B)
Sample Vision-casting Presentation (Appendix C)
Sample Job Descriptions (Appendix D)
Sample New Member Conversation Guide (Appendix E)
Sample Invitation Email to Speakers (Appendix F)
Sample Invitation Email to Ministries (Appendix G)
Sample Project Questions (Appendix H)
Sample Project Questions Fulfilled (Appendix I)
Sample Organization Overview (Appendix J)
Guide to an Effective Project Proposal (Appendix K)
Sample Website Text (Appendix L)
Sample Invitation Email to Participants (Appendix M)
Sample Program Schedules (Appendix N)
Sample Contact Sheet (Appendix O)
Recommended Books on Generosity and Giving (Appendix P)
Sample Giver Pledge Form (Appendix Q)
Sample Project Funding Grid (Appendix R)
Suggested Topics for Meetings (Appendix S)
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Appendix A: The History of the
Czech Christian Donors Forum
Around the world, a growing number of Christian collaborations are
happening. Adam Walach was asked by other collaborations to document
his experience because it is one of the longest-running and most effective
collaborations of individual givers in the world. We talk about the Czech
experience not to embarrass or overemphasize Adam, but so that your
collaboration can draw on the Czech group’s successes, and learn from its
mistakes.
Adam began praying about the Czech version of the CDF in 2011. He had
exited his successful business and was discerning his next step. Through the
ministry of Halftime, and the influence of Generous Giving and Randy Alcorn’s
The Treasure Principle, Adam began to focus on giving—both his own giving
and encouraging others toward generosity.
As a giver, Adam realized that he was alone. “I needed other givers, to sit
around the table and talk to each other,” says Adam. He explored models
used by giving collaboratives that focus on a recipient region. SRG focuses on
the Middle East; the India Collaboration focuses on India.
He liked the way that projects were presented. “In my business,” says Adam,
“when we make investments, managers prepared business plans and strategic
plans. Then our executive committee reviews them, offers feedback and
makes investment decisions.” Collaborative giving felt like the right intersection
between the strategic discipline of the marketplace and the joyful impact
of Kingdom investing. “What’s the biggest impact for the Kingdom?” Adam
asked when he saw projects. “I had this vetting and project presentation in my
business, but not in my giving.”
Adam continued to participate in global collaboratives, but felt something was
missing. “We need something like this in Europe,” he thought, “and not just in
Europe, but in the Czech Republic.”
Around that time, Adam met Dusan, who had left his successful career at
T-Mobile to invest in the youth of the Czech Republic through a ministry called
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JV. Through Adam’s involvement in Josiah Venture, the two became friends.
As their friendship grew, Dusan thought Adam would like to meet some of JV’s
other donors. Adam invited some other businessmen he knew. Six Czech
donor families convened in 2013. Some were suspicious that others might
have ulterior motives. Others feared the gathering would be filled with posh
people bragging about their business success.
The group—spouses included—spent two nights at a hotel, getting to know
each other, receiving biblical teaching, sharing how they became Christians,
what they were giving to, and what they thought their nation needed.
They decided to meet again as the Christian Donors Forum, with more of a
focus on strategic giving. They invited Lee Behar of the Maclellan Foundation
to share about strategic giving. After that, the group decided to meet twice a
year: once to focus purely on their own fellowship and spiritual lives, and once
to focus on Czech ministry projects. The group has now grown to more than
30 givers, who have also become a loving community of friends.
more at www.forumkd.cz/eng
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Appendix B: Key Points in Email to
Identify Initial Interest
You may set up dinner meetings in the way that makes the most sense to
you. Remember that your objective is to think, “What does God want for this
person?” rather than “How do I get them into my CDF?”
We suggest including the following points:
—— Your personal desire for a group like this. Why you are passionate about it.
—— The reasons you think they’d be interested as well.
—— No ask—this is safe. No agenda.
—— Specific time and place suggestions.
To show how this looks, we have drafted an example below.

Email to Identify Initial Interest
SUBJ: Getting Together for Dinner
Hi [First Name],
I hope this note finds you well. I was talking with [MUTUAL FRIEND] this week,
and sharing about a concept that God has been putting on my heart.
God’s given me a lot of joy in giving to some causes here in [COUNTRY
NAME], but—as a giver—I can often be isolated. In business, I find it important
to meet with others and sharpen ideas. I’ve been thinking about doing
something similar for some like-minded givers here in [COUNTRY NAME].
You and I both know that most emails like this are asking for something.
I commit to you that all I’m asking for is the chance to know you and,
potentially, to put together a group where we can mutually encourage one
another to grow in generosity and wisdom.
If that interests you, I’d love to visit sometime and share some dinner and
fellowship. I could be in [YOUR CITY] sometime next month.
Blessings,
[MY NAME]
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Appendix C: Sample Vision-casting
Presentation

Considering a Christian Donors
Forum for [Country Name]

One Another
The Christian life is meant to be lived together.

59

The number of times the Bible
tells us how to treat
“one another.”

2
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I pray that they may all be one,
just as you, Father, are in me,
and I in you, that they also may
be in us, so that the world may
believe that you have sent me.

John 17:21
3

Is Giving Different?
Forgive one another.
Serve one another.
Host one another.
Carry one another’s burdens.
Love one another.
Confess to one another.
Pray for one another.

Speak truth to one another.
Spur goods deeds in one another.
Teach one another.
Admonish one another.
Comfort one another.

4
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Friendship is born at that moment when one person says to another:
“What! You too? I thought I was the only one.”

C.S. Lewis
5

Some Advantages
for Us as Givers
Together we can encourage as peers.
Together as peers we can discuss the challenges of following God and raising children.
Together we overcome the isolation that wealth brings.
Together we learn to become better givers.
Together we celebrate what God does.

6
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“Through giving together, I found chances for fellowship, grew
spiritually, and learned a biblical perspective on giving. I have a long
way to go, but I’ve become more generous and more strategic.”
—Waldimar, CDF Participant

7

The key actor in history is not
individual genius but rather
the network.
—James Davison Hunter

8
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Some Advantages
for [Country]
Find and support our nation’s highest-impact ministries.
Cross-pollinate ideas between ministries.
Streamline the collection of proposals and grant-making.
Increase unity in the ministry world.
Spread the Gospel more quickly in our nation.
Encourage transparency and excellence in ministries

“I need other givers. In my
business, when we make
investments, we prepare strategic
plans. Our team reviews them,
offers feedback and makes
decisions. I had this vetting in my
business, but not in my giving.”
--Adam Walach,
Founder
Czech Christian
Donors Forum

10
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How Does It Work?
GATHER Come together for annual two-night retreat.
INVITE High-capacity Christian givers.
FELLOWSHIP Great Bible teaching and devotional time.
LEARN Review projects in [country] seeking funds.
GIVE Prayerfully make giving decisions.

11

Christian Donors Forums are for these givers:
• born-again Christians
• living in our country
• willing to give beyond denominational boundaries
• eager to grow in generosity
• giving ______ annually outside of their church
12
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The Values that Make This Work…
•
•
•
•

Donor-driven. The CDF serves givers.
Relational, trust-based. Focused on spiritual growth.
Safe. CDFs do not allow donors to solicit one another for projects.
Great Commission. There are many good projects. But we focus
on fulfilling the Great Commission.

13

What CDFs Accomplish
Spiritual Formation. Givers’ spiritual wealth grows.
Community Formation. Givers’ relational wealth grows.
Generosity Formation. Givers become more generous.
Strategic Formation. Givers become more focused
and strategic in their giving.
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In the Czech Republic, a group started
in 2013 with six couples. It’s grown to
more than 30 givers.

A Case Study

They’ve now met eight times, for two
nights each time.
The families say that they’ve become
more strategic, more generous, and
more joyful in their giving.
They’ve provided great feedback and
coaching to ministry leaders.
Together, they have directed more than
1 million euro to Great Commission
projects.

15

How They’ve Done
It in the Czech Republic
1. Choose a ministry category for each meeting (campus
ministry, digital media, etc.).
2. Invite leading ministries in that category to present proposals.
3. Build relationships with other givers and with ministry leaders.
Sharpen each others’ thinking.
4. Pray and make individual decisions on which to fund.

16
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Next Steps
What other ways could a Christian Donors
Forum help our country?
What benefits do you think givers will be most
drawn to as they consider joining?
What should we do next?
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Appendix D: Sample Job Descriptions
Job Title: Christian Donors Forum Leader/Host
Background:
		Business experience.
Donor to a variety of ministries.
Passion for biblical generosity.
Passion for collaboration.
Passion for strategic giving to excellent ministries.
Financial resources to underwrite early stage of CDF.
Key Skills:
		

Ability to love people well and form relationships of trust.

		Listens well.
		

Credible and competent.

		

Able to share personal story of increased desire to be generous.
Focused on customer experience – developing a CDF that serves
the givers throughout our country.
Willingness to be transparent on giving experiences.
Proactive and entrepreneurial.

Duties:
Together with the manager prepare the agenda of the meetings
- programme, topics, formats, speakers (see Appendixes N
and S). Pay attention to suggestions and a feedback from the
participants.
Travel the country to form relationships of trust with participants.
Set the spiritual and emotional tone for the CDF by lovingly
engaging participants.
		

Serve as host for the event.
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Oversee the Manager, providing coaching and feedback in the
context of deep partnership.
		

Set the budget for the event and the operation of the CDF.
Make post-event calls to participants to gather feedback and ask
about project funding.
Communicate with other CDFs in the region – contact in Europe:
www.egcc.eu

Job Title: Christian Donors Forum Manager/Facilitator
Background:
		

5-10 years’ experience in business or ministry administration.
Experience interacting with influential executives and business
leaders.

		

Strong writing and academic skills.

		

Ability to speak English to connect to global generosity resources.

		

Personal passion for the message of biblical generosity.

Key Skills:
Tremendous organizational skills. Ability to keep many
constituents informed.
		

Forms friendships and relationships quickly. Is trusted spiritually.
Responsive and tremendous focus on customer experience. Able
to deliver “white glove” service to busy, influential CDF members.
Humble and willing to “do whatever it takes” to make the CDF a
success.

Duties:
Handle all logistics related to the event, including invitations,
graphics, hotel arrangements, meeting room logistics (A/V, room
configurations), expense management.
		

Work closely with the Leader to fulfill their vision for the CDF.
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Serve as main point of contact for all inbound leads.
Be radically available to participants at the event and throughout
the year.
Manage the budget of the CDF, staying within the budget
provided by the leader.
Schedule calls and meetings for the Leader, making his/her work
smooth and easy.

		

Collect and circulate post-event notes and takeaways.
Help prepare the agenda, pray for the event and participants.
Communicate with other CDFs in the region – contact in Europe:
www.egcc.eu
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Appendix E: New Member
Conversation Guide
Send them the website or flyer ahead of time so that they can review it. In
particular, they should be OK with the Statement of Faith and with the giving
level requirement.
As you meet with them…
—— Share your own story of coming to faith and becoming a giver
—— Explain the vision for the CDF (perhaps using your presentation)
—— Specifically cast vision for a group focused giving and growing spiritually as
a community
—— Ask about their faith journey
—— Ask about their business journey
—— Discuss the Statement of Faith1 and giving level requirements
—— Do they have any questions about either?
—— Ask about their giving journey
—— What do they love to give to?
—— Where have they not experienced joy when giving?
—— What’s their favorite story of experiencing joy giving?
—— Understand their family composition (children, ages)
—— Explain how meetings work and that they should participate in all sessions,
not pick and choose sessions; fellowship happens when we are together
as a group, and we encourage every participant to engage with the group
throughout the weekend
—— Explicitly discuss non-solicitation
—— Answer their questions
—— Ask whether they’re still interested in joining the group
Some groups, like Maclellan Giving Partners, ask that participants agree with the Nicene Creed. The Maclellan
Foundation, by contrast, only gives to organizations that agree with the Lausanne Covenant, which is much
longer and more theologically sophisticated. We recommend being clear on what the group’s convictions are and
the kinds of ministries that it will—and won’t—consider.

1
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Appendix F: Sample Invitation Email
to Speakers
Sample Ministry Invitation Key Points
Invite speakers in the way that makes the most sense to you. We suggest
including the following points.
—— Invitation to share a biblical message.
—— Date and location.
—— Safe environment.
—— Length of presentation and suggested time allocation.
—— Clarity on logistics--what we cover financially and which portions they’re
able to join.
To show how this looks, we have drafted an example below.

SUBJ: Invitation to Share at Christian Donors Forum
Dear [FIRST NAME],
I am writing to invite you to the Christian Donors Forum (CDF), an important
gathering of donors to Christian ministries in [OUR COUNTRY]. We would like
you to consider being our speaker and teacher for the weekend.
As we thought about key leaders and teachers in our country, our group
thought of you.

About the Event
The date is Friday, [Fill in Date]. We would like you to offer a biblical
perspective on generosity and giving, teaching once in the morning and
once in the evening. During the day, you would be welcome to join us
for meals.
We would cover the cost of your travel and lodging (if you choose to
arrive the night before or stay the night after).
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Note that our gathering runs from Thursday to Saturday, but several
portions of the event are limited to participants (not external speakers).

About the CDF
The CDF exists to encourage Christians in [OUR COUNTRY] to become
more generous, and to be build true community as we grow together
and give together to support the spread of the Gospel in our country.
More about the Christian Donors Forum is on our website, [website
address].
Note that we aim to create a safe, solicitation-free environment for
givers. No “asks”—explicit or implicit—are allowed.
Please let us know by [deadline] if you will be able to join us. We hope
you can!

Questions?
If you have questions, or would like more detail, please contact me at [email
address and phone].
With gratitude,
[Name]
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Appendix G: Sample Ministry
Invitation Key Points
Invite ministry leaders in the way that makes the most sense to you. We
suggest including the following points.
—— Invitation to present a project.
—— Emphasis on “knowing you” not just the projects.
—— Date and location.
—— Length of presentation and suggested time allocation.
—— Clarity on logistics--what we cover financially and which portions they’re
able to join.
—— What to include in the materials beforehand.
—— What to include in the presentation.
To show how this looks, we have drafted an example below.

Sample Ministry Invitation
Dear [FIRST NAME],
I am writing to invite you to the Christian Donors Forum (CDF), an important
gathering of donors to Christian ministries in [OUR COUNTRY]. We would like
you to consider presenting a project/two projects for which your ministry is
seeking funding.
Our members hold your ministry in high regard and we would be honored to
get to know you, learn more about your organization, and the specific projects
with which we can help.
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About the Event
The date is Friday, [Fill in Date]. You would have 45 minutes per project
to share about your ministry and the projects that God has led you
toward, and for which you are seeking funding. That 45-minute segment
for each project should include:
10 minutes on YOU and your ministry,
5 minutes of summary of your project
15 minutes to tell us something more about the project (stories,
background)
15 minutes for Q&A
During the day, you would be welcome to join us for meals. We would
cover the cost of your travel and lodging (if you choose to arrive the
night before or stay the night after). Note that our gathering runs from
Thursday to Saturday, but most of the event are limited to participants
(not external speakers).

About Your Project
If you decide to participate, we need to gather information about your
project ahead of time. Attached you will find a list of questions that will
help our participants do their “homework” in advance. Your answers to
each project should fit onto four pages.
Note that our participants all love many ministries in our country. Please
do not publicize the fact that we have extended this invitation to you as
we do not want others to feel discouraged.
Summarize your proposal (10 minutes)
Tell us something more, like stories of impact (20 minutes)
Q&A for 15 minutes
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About the CDF
The CDF exists to encourage Christians in [OUR COUNTRY] to become
more generous, and to be build true community as we grow together
and give together to support the spread of the Gospel in our country.
More about the Christian Donors Forum is on our website, [website
address].
Please let us know by [deadline] if you will be able to join us. We hope
you can!
If you have questions, or would like more detail, please contact me at [email
address and phone].
With gratitude,
[Name]
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Appendix H: Sample Project
Questions for Ministries
1.

What is the vision and mission of your organization?

2.

Who is your target group? What need does your project try to meet?

3.

What is your idea how to meet the needs?

4.

What is your strategy and plan, how to realize this idea? (to meet the
needs)

5.

What is your organizational capacity? Staff, operational budget etc.

6.

What is the budget of your project? Last year budget and planned
budget for the next year.

7.

What is your fundraising strategy? A list of your donors.  

8.

What is the plans schedule of the project?

9.

What other organizations do you partner with?

10. What step will you take to make sure the fruit is sustainable?
11. How are you going to measure results? How will you know your project is
successful?
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Appendix I: Sample Ministry Project
Presentation
National Initiative of Alpha Courses
We Invite the Czech Republic to Dinner
1. What is the vision of your service and your project?
Evangelization of the nation and transformation of society.
2. What is the need for a target group to fill your service?
The target group is spiritually seeking people. We want to give all people in the
Czech Republic the opportunity to attend the Alpha course and learn about
Christ. Course organizers have a comprehensive and proven evangelistic
course including all materials, consultants, and the web.
3. What is your idea of how

to respond to this need?
AlPHa creates a secure environment in which guests can meet and make
friends WITH believing people, get to know the gospel of Jesus Christ and ask
the questions they have. We invite all Alpha guests to a relationship with God.
4. What strategy do you have to implement this idea?
We have published all the materials for organizing the course, we organize
seminars, Alpha counselors visit the course, we have a website. Leaders can
easily organize Alpha at a high quality level. Throughout the Czech Republic
we are developing a network of churches and parishes that use the course.
Once they start, they usually use it for a long time. Most of the population of
the Czech Republic can now reach a course fairly easily. We raise awareness
of the existence of courses and attract media attention with nationwide
coverage. As more people learn about the course, media promotion also helps
Christians more actively invited to the course. Increasing awareness of the
existence of courses in the company makes it easy to invite you to a course.
Courses are attended by more people, we see more fruit of service.
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5. What is your organizational capacity?
Managing Authority: Alpha Council (7 members, volunteers) and Alpha
International
Executive Body: Alpha Office (Head of Alpha Office, approx. ½ part time)
leader of family courses (married couple, volunteers), a network of course
advisors (7 for Protestant churches, 3 Roman Catholics, all volunteers),
a network of course organizers (about 340 registered sites, an estimate of
about 2,000 volunteers) part of the office‘s activities are outsourced (eg web
site creation, publishing, accounting).
6. The budget of the project you are presenting
Item
Media Campaign
Wages
Oversight/Administration
Total

Cost
300,000
220,000
50,000
570,000

7. Preliminary timetable for planned activity
Promotional campaign of the Alpha Initiative will take place in the period
August-September 2015. We want about 200 courses throughout the Czech
Republic in autumn 2015. Courses end in December, the evaluation will take
place in February 2016.
8. With what other organizations do you have a partnership?
The Alpha Alumni Office is part of the Alpha International Global Network,
which has a number of partnerships with Alpha International other global
Christian organizations.
Other organizations:
—— Christian Mission Society (KMS): provides the office with a legal framework,
bookkeeping, promotion in the Life of Beliefs magazine and its actions,
funding office operations including wages.
—— KMS Publishers : Publishes and distributes all course materials.
—— Czech Evangelical Alliance : Supports the work of the Alpha office,
provides advice.
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—— Noah TV, Catholic Weekly: Media Partnership.
—— Christian Youth Academy: collaborating in developing Alpha Youth Teams.
9. How will the fruit be permanent and stay in the local churches?
Alpha Courses are serving non - believing guests in context of the local
church. The course lasts a total of 11 nights, guests will find if the organizers
have friends who go to church growing likelihood that also involved. During the
course guests will hear more invitations to the relationship with God. If they do
not decide already during the course, they can do so later during subsequent
programs.
10. How do you measure the success of your activities?
After the autumn course runs, we send questionnaires to the course
supervisor. We track the number of people who came at least once who
attended 7 or more meetings, the number of those who accepted Christ
during the course, the number of people involved in any subsequent
activity. Already during the course of Christ, every 9th guest will receive during
the course. However, at least two more people are involved in subsequent
activities than those who accepted Christ during the course. The number is
later reversed is higher.
Results from 2013:
—— Introductory Meeting:   2415 guests                                           
—— Participation in the whole course:   1722 guests (attendance 7 or more)
—— The decision for Christ during the course: 299               
—— Joined in the following activities:   739
—— They came to a personal invitation:   2070                                          
—— They came across the media:   643 (1/3!)
—— Volunteers involved:   1549
—— Cumulative estimate of the number of Alpha participants (since the
establishment of the office in 2002 took part in: 14,000
—— People accepted Christ: about 1,600 people (some are already elders,
pastors and leaders Cr. Organizations)
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Appendix J: Sample Organizational
Overview
1. Organization Information
1.1. Organization Name and Contact Information (Address, Website)
1.2. Vision, purpose and mission
1.3. Target group and “what does your primary customer value?”
1.4. What are your most significant results? Report outcomes, not 		
activities.
1.5. What is your two-year plan (clear goals, deadlines)?

2. Financial Information
2.1. Please include a complete budget including three-year history

3. Stability and sustainability
3.1. How do you expect the organization’s budget will evolve in future
years?
3.2. Which funding sources can cover future organization budget 		
requirements?
3.3. Percentage of revenue contributed by board in last year
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Three-year Trend
Example:
Paid Staff*
Clients Served
Donations
Donors
Key Activity**
Fundraising – How Much Do
You Spend to Raise a Euro?

2015

2018

Change

5.2
260
820,325
56
1126
0.05

4
435
973,630
55
2055
0.45

-23%
67%
19%
-2%
83%
-10%

*Note1: Full-time equivalent (FTE)
**Note2: For example-brochure, conference etc.

S.W.O.T. Analysis
Strengths

Weaknesses

Opportunities

Threats
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Appendix K: Guide to an Effective
Project Proposal
An effective project answers an existing need and
follows this structure:
—— Need which plans to address
—— Idea which solves the problem
—— Strategy which implements ideas into reality
—— Organization which executes the strategy

Your project should have the following components:
Design
Inputs
What we use

Process
Activities
Outputs
What we do
What happens
less effective

Goal
Outcomes
Impact
What results What lasts
more effective

—— Inputs – what and how we use, what sources are needed to start project
—— Activities – what we do
—— Outputs – what happens, e.g. analysis, networking, study
—— Outcomes – what results, planned and measurable outcomes
—— Impact – what lasts, e.g. documented changes. (Change is defined as
described and documented change in the following areas: Behavior,
Attitude, Condition, Knowledge and Status [“BACKS”].)
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1. Project information
1.1. Project name
1.2. Expected start date, completion
1.3. Amount requested
1.4. Short project annotation (need, strategy, key outcomes,
impact)
1.5. Contact person: Name, address, email, phone

2. Outstanding requirements
2.1. Have you completed all outstanding requirements on previous
grants received from our organization (outcomes, reports,
matching requirements…)?
2.2. If “No”, submit this request only upon the consultation.

3. Strategic sectors
3.1. Primary sector: What category of cause is your organization?
(Campus ministry, family, Bible translation, etc.)
3.2. Is project multidenominational? If not, does it have the
potential to be?

4. Target group
4.1. What is the primary target group?
4.2. What other target groups are reachable?
4.3. What changes this project brings to the target group? (See
effective project criteria and “BACKS” above.)?

5. Project purpose
5.1. How does the project increase Gospel proclamation and
discipleship?
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5.2. What problems and needs this project addresses? (Why is this
project needed?)
5.3. What do is the reason for exiting situation? (What does the
problem exist?)
5.4. How does this project contribute to the discipling and
equipping of local believers through the local church to (a)
grow their faith and (b) ultimately transform their community?

6. Outcomes and evaluation
6.1. What are the expected qualitative and quantitative outcomes/
objectives for this project?
6.2. What is the expected long-term success and impact of this
project?
6.3. How will you measure success? What’s your method and
process for evaluating?
6.4. Outline outcomes for the specific time period, e.g. 12 months
and 36 months. What is minimum and what is success?
6.5. If this project is ongoing, list the outcomes from the two prior
years.

7. Project financial information
7.1. Please include a complete budget broken down by the major
elements of the project.
7.2. If this project is ongoing attach budget for 2 previous years.
7.3. Will this project be self-funding in future years? If so, how?
7.4. What other funding sources are you pursuing in addition
to Strategic Foundation? What other sources have already
committed funds?
7.5. How do you expect the project budget will evolve in future
years?
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8. Project strategy and collaboration
8.1. List other organizations active in the same sector. How do you
plan to collaborate with them? How do you differ from them?
What good practices have you adopted from them?

9. Growth potential
9.1. How do you expect this project will grow and bring more fruit?
9.2. How growth will be measured?
9.3. Is this project part of your organization’s long-term strategic
plan or is it in response to an opportunity that’s arisen
recently? If part of the strategic plan, how does it fit into your
broader plan?
9.4. Does this project utilize novel methods or technologies? If so,
what are they?

10. Additional information
10.1. Reference: provide two references outside of your organization
who can recommend this project.
10.2. Attachments – if available
a) Video clips
b) Photos
c) Recent publication about this project
d) Stories/testimonies about how lives have been changed
through your project
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Appendix L: Sample Website and
Brochure Text
I. Home Page/Front of Brochure
Christian Donors Forum
Have you ever met an unhappy generous person?

II. About
What is the Christian Donors Forum?
The Forum is a group of like-minded Christian givers who want to
together be part of God’s work in our country.
We help donors share wisdom on giving, and information about
Christian causes.
Along the way, we encourage one another, build friendships, and look to
the Word of God as our guide.
Our community gathers for a weekend once a year to hear from Bible
teachers, review projects together, and grow in fellowship.

Each of you should give what you have decided in your heart to give,
not reluctantly or under compulsion, for God loves a cheerful giver.
2 Corinthians 9:7
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III. Our Story
[Explain how and why your CDF came together. Our story in the Czech
Republic is at http://forumkd.cz/eng/.]
[This portion should show who’s involved so that those interested get a
sense for the leadership.]

You will be enriched in every way so that you can be generous on every
occasion, and through us your generosity will result in thanksgiving to
God.
2 Corinthians 9:11

IV. What We Offer
A safe, informal, friendly and neutral platform for enhancing cooperation
among donors based on mutual relationships and trust
Sharing of experience with giving towards Christian projects
Connecting donors with leaders of Christian nonprofit organizations
Tools for equipping the members to give strategically and effectively to
God’s Kingdom
Practical teachings on strategic giving, stewardship and generosity
Natural engagement of the donors’ spouses in the process of giving
The opportunity to recommend new members
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V. Membership Requirements
To be a born-again Christian with a giving capacity of at least [10,000
EUR] per year outside of the home-church
To have a perspective beyond your own denomination
To share the Forum‘s vision, willingness to grow in generosity and
support of Christian projects

Some givers do much of their giving through CDF; others do less. It’s up
to you.

As a community, we focus first on why to give, then what to give and
how to give it. Along the way, we find that our giving is more joyful and
fun.

VI. Contact
Would you like to become a member of the Christian Donors’ Forum?
Please, contact [your contact information].
[Insert a web form to collect Name, Email and Comment.]
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Appendix M: Sample Participant
Invitation Key Points
Invite participants in the way that makes the most sense to you. We suggest
including the following points.
—— Chance to be around true peers – safe space without pressure to give.
—— It’s just beginning—you’re getting to participate early.
—— Spouses attend as couples.
—— Date and location.
—— Highlight key features—speakers or ministries that are coming.
—— Why we do this and the kinds of people that are involved.
—— Specifics on how to register and the deadline.
—— Make it personal! These should be people that you already know and have
talked with. Remind them about the reasons they thought a CDF would
be good. Below are some benefits that we’ve emphasized to particular
people. “Based on our conversations, I think this would be especially
interesting for you because…”
—— Connection to God’s Work. You mentioned that you feel out of
touch with what God is doing in our country. This will be a great
chance to quickly hear about the amazing things happening
around the nation.
—— Community. As we discussed, so many wealthy Christians
are isolated. We have the same kinds of challenges and
opportunities. One thing I love about these kinds of events is that
we can learn from others who have faced similar challenges in
their marriages, families, and churches.
—— Continuous Improvement as Givers. You mentioned your desire
to grow as a giver. Together, we’ll see great projects. As I hear the
questions you ask of ministries, I’ll become a more strategic giver;
and you will benefit from hearing how others think about their
giving.
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—— Efficient Use of Time. I know you’re busy running your business
day to day. But you also want to be engaged. We’ve designed
this to be an efficient way to build new friendships and ministry
relationships in a short period of time. Of course, it takes some
real time investment, but I believe the spiritual returns to you and
your family will be well worth the effort.
To show how this looks, we have drafted an example below.

Sample Participant Invitation
Dear [FIRST NAME],
I am writing to invite you to join a group of true peers—brothers and sisters
who love Christ and love being generous here in [OUR COUNTRY]. We call
this the Christian Donors Forum (CDF). This is a concept that we have been
praying about and thinking about for a while and we are delighted to invite you
to our inaugural event.
The event is for couples and gives us the chance to come together as people
who love God, love giving, and love [OUR COUNTRY].

About the Event.
The date is Thursday, [Fill in Date] to Saturday, [Fill in Date] at
[LOCATION]. Our time together will focus on building relationships
and fellowship, spiritual teaching from [SPEAKER NAME and ROLE],
and hearing from the leaders of key ministries in our country, like
[MINISTRIES].
This is safe space for us as givers. While we will hear from some great
ministries, there is no pressure to give financially. By the same token,
while we all have projects that we love, we ask that you keep the
space safe for others by not pressing them to give to your own favorite
projects.
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About the CDF.
The CDF exists to encourage Christians in [OUR COUNTRY] to become
more generous, and to be build true community as we grow together
and give together to support the spread of the Gospel in our country.
More about the Christian Donors Forum is on our website, [website
address].
Please let us know by [deadline] if you will be able to join us. We hope
you can! One of us will follow up with you over the next week to answer
any questions you have and invite you more personally. In the meantime,
you are welcome to contact me at [email address and phone].

To register for the event, contact [email]. To reserve a room at [venue], contact
[VENUE contact information].

With gratitude,
[Name]
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Appendix N: Sample Program
Schedules1
Part 1: Sample Program for One Annual
Meeting
Thursday
1200 Lunch
1300 Host Welcomes; Light Personal Introductions – Who You Are,
Where You’re From2
1330 Bible Teaching 1
1400 Response to Bible Teaching
1430 Giver Education Workshop3
1630 Flex Session4
1800 Dinner
1930 Around the Room Introductions –
Personal Story and How You Became a Christian (New Members)
What Is New in Your Life Since Our Last Meeting (Returning
Members) OR Recent Joy You Experienced in Making a Gift
(Returning Members)
This part, for returning members, should give them a
chance to check in with ministries they’ve funded in
the past, learn about the great things God’s done and
share those results with the group in a spirit of joy and
celebration.
2200 Adjourn
For ideas of session content and format see Appendix S
Note that we’ll have deeper introductions later.
3
We have had sessions like “What Is Strategic Giving,” “Creating Your Giving Plan” and “Tools to Assess and
Manage Kingdom Investments.”
4
Some ideas for this session: Panel of participants on a topic; Q&A with one giver, or a talk from one giver;
discussion topics at tables; breakouts on different topics; group brainstorming how to address a challenge that
givers/families face; planning a Ministry Assessment Trip, or reporting on a past Ministry Assessment Trip.
1
2
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Friday
0800 Breakfast
0900 Bible Teaching 2 / Devotional time
0930 Project 1
1015 Project 2
1100 Break
1115 Project 3
1200 Participants Discuss Projects 1-3
1230 Lunch (Take a Group Picture!)
1330 Free Time5
1500 Project 4
1545 Project 5
1730 Break
1645 Project 6
1730 Participants Discuss Projects 4-6
1800 Participants Discuss All Projects and closing the day
1900 Dinner
Leave Time for Relaxation

Saturday
0800 Breakfast
0900 Worship and Devotional Thoughts (or Giver Education Workshop)
1000 Closing Session
Giver Education
Prayer for Projects
Explain the Pledge Process
Gather Feedback on the Experience
5 Free time gives participants a chance to know one another in a different setting—perhaps on a hike or a group
outing.
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Set Next Meeting Date
Set Any Next Steps
1100 Group Activity, Checkout
1300 Lunch and Depart

Part 2: Sample Programs for Two Annual
Meetings
Part 2A: Investment Meeting6
Thursday
1800 Dinner
1930 Around the Room Introductions –
Personal Story and How You Became a Christian (New Members)
What Is New in Your Life Since Our Last Meeting (Returning
Members)
OR Recent Joy You Experienced in Making a Gift (Returning
Members)
This part, for returning members, should give them a chance to
check in with ministries they’ve funded in the past, learn about
the great things God’s done and share those results with the
group in a spirit of joy and celebration.
Time for Prayer for One Another
2200 Adjourn

Friday
0730 Breakfast
0830 Bible Teaching
0900 Project 1

6

Note that an investment meeting will be quite similar to Part 1.
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0945 Project 2
1030 Break
1045 Project 3
1130 Participants Discuss Projects 1-3
1200 Lunch (Take a Group Picture!)
1300 Free Time
1430 Project 4
1515 Project 5
1600 Break
1615 Project 6
1700 Discussion: Projects 4-6
1730 Discussion: Summary of Projects and Final Remarks
Explanation of the Pledge Process
			

Gather Feedback on the Experience

			

Set Next Meeting Date
Set Any Next Steps

1800 Dinner
Leave Time for Relaxation
Meeting officially ends after Dinner. Participants have the option of
staying overnight to Saturday

Part 2B: Encouragement Meeting
Thursday
1800 Dinner
1930 Around the Room Introductions –
Personal Story and How You Became a Christian (New Members)
What Is New in Your Life Since Our Last Meeting (Returning
Members)
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OR Recent Joy You Experienced in Making a Gift (Returning
Members)
This part, for returning members, should give them a chance to
check in with ministries they’ve funded in the past, learn about
the great things God’s done and share those results with the
group in a spirit of joy and celebration.
Time for Prayer for One Another
2200 Adjourn

Friday
0800 Breakfast
0900 Bible Teaching 1
0930 Silence; Individual Response/Devotions Time
1015 Session 1 (For potential topics and format see Appendix S)
1100 Break
1115 Session 2 (For potential topics and format see Appendix S)
1230 Lunch (Take a Group Picture!)
1330 Free Time7
1530 Bible Teaching 2
1600 Silence; Individual Response/Devotions Time
1645 Session 3 (For potential topics and format see Appendix S)
1730 Break
1745 Breakouts on 2-3 Topics
1900 Dinner
Leave Time for Relaxation

Free time gives participants a chance to know one another in a different setting—perhaps on a hike or a group
outing.

7
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Saturday
0800 Breakfast
0900 Worship and Devotional Thoughts
1000 Closing Session
Prayer for One Another
Around-the-Room “One Thing I’m Taking Away”
Gather Feedback on the Experience
Set Next Meeting Date
Set Any Next Steps
1100 Group Activity, Checkout
1300 Lunch and Depart
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Appendix O: Sample Contact Sheet
Name

Email

Mobile
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Appendix P: Recommended Books
on Generosity
The Treasure Principle, Randy Alcorn   
To Whom Much is Given, Jay Link
Managing Gods Money, Randy Alcorn
Field of Gold, Andy Stanley
Divine Mathematics, Selwyn Hughes
Generous Living, Ron Blue
Eternity Portfolio, Alan Gotthardt
Family. Money. David Wills, Terry Parker, Greg Sperry
Splitting Heirs, Ron Blue
Business for the Glory of God, Wayne Grudem
Money, Possessions and Eternity, Randy Alcorn
A Life Well Spent, Russ Crosson
Stewards in the Kingdom, R.Scott Rodin
Joy Giving, Cameron Doolittle
Gospel Patrons, John Rinehart
God and Money, John Cortines & Greg Baumer
Abundant, Todd Harper
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Appendix Q: Sample Giver Pledge
Form
Thank you for participating in the Christian Donors Forum.
As you pray over the next week, please ask God to show you what, if
anything, He wants you to give to each project. Two principles to keep in mind
as you pray:
—— Neither reluctant, nor compulsive. “Each of you should give what you
have decided in your heart to give, not reluctantly or under compulsion, for
God loves a cheerful giver.” (2 Corinthians 9:7)
—— Not to be seen by others. “Be careful not to practice your righteousness
in front of others to be seen by them.” Matthew 6:1
—— Not required. CDF exists to serve givers like you. While your pledges this
week will encourage others and add to our collective impact, you are—of
course—welcome to give at other times.
Ministry 1
			

Project A _________ (Requested: _________)

			

Project B _________ (Requested: _________)

Ministry 2
			

Project A _________ (Requested: _________)

			

Project B _________ (Requested: _________)

Ministry 3
			

Project A _________ (Requested: _________)

			

Project B _________ (Requested: _________)

One week after the event, [Manager Name] will call you to learn which of the
projects you sense God leading you to invest in.
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Appendix R: Sample Project
Funding Grid
Ministry 1

Ministry 2

Total Support
Committed

Ministry 3

Project A Project B Project A Project B Project A Project B
Participant 1

€ 1 000

€0

€ 1 000

€ 1 000

€0

€ 1 000

€ 4 000

Participant 2

€0

€0

€0

€0

€0

€0

€0

Participant 3

€ 5 000

€0

€0

€0

€0

€ 10 000

€ 15 000

Participant 4

€ 2 000

€ 10 000

€0

€0

€0

€0

€ 12 000

Participant 5

€0

€0

€0

€0

€ 4 500

€0

€ 4 500

Participant 6

€0

€0

€ 4 000

€0

€0

€0

€ 4 000

Participant 7

€0

€ 3 000

€0

€0

€0

€ 3 000

€ 6 000

Participant 8

€0

€0

€ 7 000

€0

€0

€ 2 000

€ 9 000

Participant 9

€ 2 000

€0

€0

€0

€0

€ 2 000

€ 4 000

Participant 10

€0

€ 2 000

€0

€0

€ 4 500

€0

€ 6 500

Total Amount Given

€ 10 000

€ 15 000

€ 12 000

€ 1 000

€ 9 000

€ 18 000

€ 65 000

Requested Amount

€ 10 000

€ 20 000

€ 15 000

€ 8 000

€ 9 000

€ 22 000

€ 84 000

Percentage of Need

100%

75%

80%

13%

100%

82%

77%
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Appendix S: Sample Topics and
Formats for Future Meetings
Context
Some CDFs have asked what topics they should discuss in future meetings.
First, remember not to focus solely on giving. Wealthy Christians don’t just
wonder about giving. They are—first and foremost—people. This means that
they wonder:
Personal. How to grow as a disciple of Jesus?
Financial. How to invest (what trends are coming)?
Family. How to disciple their children and have a strong marriage?
Vocational. How much time and money to give to building the business
versus giving or being with family?

Questions Givers Ask
Once someone decides to be a giver, here are the questions that they ask:
Purpose. Why did God give me this wealth? What should be my
mission statement for giving?
Finish Line. How much is enough? Annually and for good? How rich is
it OK to be? Is it OK to have nice things?
Discernment. How do I listen to where God wants me to give? Should
I focus on a few ministries or have a portfolio? How do I find my giving
passion?
Timing. How much do I give now, versus generating income and giving
more in the future?
Strategic Giving. How can I maximize the impact of what God has
entrusted to me?
Joy. Why isn’t there more joy in my giving?
Inheritance. How much do I pass to my kids? When do I do that? How
do I provide well for my family without spoiling my children?
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Church vs Ministry. Where does my church fit into my giving? How
much of my giving should it be?
Planned Giving. Does giving after I die (through my will) “count”?
Anonymity and Community. When should I be anonymous as a giver?
Does all my giving need to be secret? Why should I find others with
whom to give?
Relationships with Ministries. What kind relationship should I have?
How can I be a good partner without controlling the ministry? What
kinds of reports should I require? What if the ministry fails to deliver?
Due Diligence. How do I vet requests? How do I measure the impact
my gifts are having? How do I know a ministry is trustworthy?

Possible Formats
Feel free to consider using the following formats for the sessions dealing with
the topics above:
One-person presentation
—— Teaching on a particular topic
—— Brief Presentation by One Giver (e.g „ My Giving Story “), Followed by Q&A
—— Presentation of Personal Challenges by one member followed by a group
discussion
Panel discussions (on the stage)
—— Get 3-4 people on a panel and interview them
Table discussions
—— Breaking up into groups around tables. Discussing 2-3 questions. Each
group appoints a leader who will present the outcome of their discussion
(main points written on a flipchart, sticky notes etc.) A general discussion
about the outcomes will follow after each group presents their main points.
Brainstorming
—— using stickers, flipcharts, recording ideas etc.
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Another Possible Topics
As a Giver Education Workshop in Czech we had sessions like “What Is
Strategic Giving,” “Creating Your Giving Plan” and “Tools to Assess and
Manage Kingdom Investments.”
Some ideas for a flex session: Panel of participants on a topic; Q&A with
one giver, or a talk from one giver; discussion topics at tables; breakouts on
different topics; group brainstorming how to address a challenge that givers/
families face; planning a Ministry Assessment Trip, or reporting on a past
Ministry Assessment Trip.
More resources can be found at www.egcc.eu/resources
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